
Your advisor should discuss timelines with you in order to produce a bespoke solution, but typically we

expect the process to take approximately 6 months once any initial “Business preparation” stage is complete

(see also our separate guide “Thinking about an exit?”).

Your advisor should take as much of the work out of management’s hands as possible to allow them to focus

on running the business (where we typically lead the charge the work streams are designated below in

burgundy). Unfortunately we are not able to do all the work shown here (the work streams in black).

However, we are able to drive and manage the process and provide guidance, templates, and advice on how

to address these other areas.

Four stages of a successful sale

“Corbett Keeling brings a remarkable talent for managing

Buyer’s and Seller’s expectations throughout the process of

putting a dealtogether.”

Christopher Spratt

Chairman,Tysers

“Many thanks to […Corbett Keeling…]; the whole

process was as painless as it could be, which is a great

testament to the quality of their advice and input.”

ChrisHarper

MD, BairdCapital

Businesspreparation Processpreparation Buyerengagement
Due diligenceand  

completion

• Strategicreview

• Growing business

• Formalising relationships

• Building a business plan

• Identifying opportunities

• Developing and proving products

• Marketing ‘story’

• Process selection

• Marketing documentation

• Datacollation

• Identify potential buyers

• Agree approach list

• Review of business data

• Further refinement of offer

• Legal drafting

• Final financial structure agreed

• Signing & funds flow

• Champagne!

• Drive engagement &interest

• Share marketing docs

• Management presentations

• Receipt of offers

• Negotiate heads of terms

• Select preferred buyer

Driving and managing the process

Selling businesses, Raising capital, Building Value

For more information contact   +44 (0)20 7626 6266  │ info@corbettkeeling.com │ www.corbettkeeling.com
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Corbett Keeling, is an independent corporate finance boutique with a

20+ year track record advising owners through the process of selling

businesses, raising funding for management teams and providing

specialist corporate finance advice.

We draw on the broad and deep sector expertise of our team, detailed

knowledge of financial buyers/investors and access to overseas

purchasers in order to provide the best possible service to our clients,

who are typically looking to buy, sell or grow owner managed private

companies.

We believe our clients value our independence because, unlike many

of our competitors, it helps us provide the best, impartial, un-

conflicted advice, delivered with integrity, at all times.
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